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i am trying to recover my data i have formatted a 1tb partition where i keep
all my music, movies, and documents. i have already downloaded and ran a

partition recovery tool and it has not worked. i also tried and spent money for
a windows 7 pro recovery disc. i tried to create an other partition from one of

the free disk space of one of the existing partition, with partition magic. i
remember that i got an error massage, so i just canceled the process, and

shut down my external usb-hdd. 3 weeks late i wanted some data from that
hdd, but i get the following massage the disk in drive j is not formattedetc i

tried this free ntfs partition repair software, but the software only showed me
1 partition boot yes sh 0 ss 1 sc 0 fs type fat 16 eh 85 es 15 ec 1023 rel

sectors 0 total sectors 268435455 the rest is empty. i was afraid to continue
so i just pressed exit. i had set up a raid 5 2tb drive and 2 1tb drives in raid 0
on my windows 8 pc. i run a bunch of stuff off this pc and over the past few
months somehow the 1tb drive was corrupted the bios recognized it but did

not mount it, i reattached it to the raid set up and tried running it it says
there was a hard drive not found, tried running chkdsk but it ran for over a hr
and completed and the drive is still not mounting. it is running windows 8 and
the raid card is a gigabyte 8 pci-x card. it has firmware 2.02.07 and i was not

online when it was corrupted so i do not know what happened. i am out of
ideas and do not know what to try because it did not just die but had a fatal
error. i can not get windows to mount it so i can format it and try that as a
last resort, i even tried booting into a linux live cd and repair the raid with

mdadm and stuff but it will not mount it either. any ideas??
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i need to recover some data
on a drive, but it's been

formatted and i don't know
the filesystem. i'm familiar

with the data recovery suite
'recoverit' which should

work for fat32 and ntfs but
i'm struggling to find out if it
will work on an empty drive.

could you please suggest
something else that will

recover the data, which is
backed up, and will work
with an empty drive? i've

also read that the drive may
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be corrupted beyond repair,
which is why it's formatted.
does anyone know how to

recover it? recoverit crashes
when i try to start it, and i'm

not getting any other
recommendations. what can
i do? i have a formatted and
partitioned drive that won't

show up in any system. i
can't get any operating

system to recognize it, and i
have no way of accessing it.
i have an xp recovery disk,
but that won't recognize a
formatted and partitioned
drive. what should i do?
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dear author, my brother
was using the computer

yesterday and he came on
saying that some of the

data are lost. i have 2 hard
disk in my computer. and
the oldest one contained

local disk drives c, d & e. e
is not the cd/dvd drive. its a
normal ntfs partition where i

used to save all my data.
but after what happened, i
cant find any of my data

saved in that partition and
cant even open it. i tried to
recover data using some

data recovery software and
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even they do not show the
disk drive e. so i couldnt

recover any. i immediately
need a solution for this

because all my important
data was saved in this disk
drive e. when i click on it

there is a pop up message
indicating that the disk e is
not formatted and i have to
format it. but i didnt format

because i was afraid of
losing my data. the thing is
my brother formatted the

pc and re installed the
operating system (which is

windows xp were using)
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after the crashing
happened. he said before it
happened the processor fan

didnt work and it was
getting stuck time to time
and after he restarted the
pc all this has happened. i
need help from any one

immediately. please
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